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Abstract
The term resilience in computer systems and networks is often used in relationship with other terms,
e.g., fault tolerance, dependability, availability, reliability. Hash tables are important in P2P networks. In this
paper, we discuss about two concepts: a Content-Addressable Network (CAN) and Chord as distributed
infrastructures that provides hash table on Internet.
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1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [18] are generally overlays on top of existing networks, which allow for
functionality not provided by the underlay. In contrast to client/server systems with asymmetric roles, each peer
in a P2P network implements the functions of both client and server.
Many peer-to-peer networks [25], [28], [33], [37] are based on distributed hash tables (DHTs), which provide a
decentralized, many-to-one mapping between user objects and peers. Their distributed structure, excellent
scalability, short routing distances, and failure resilience make DHTs highly suitable for peer-to-peer networks.
This article is organized as follows: section 2 presents algorithmic and operational aspects for
distributed hash table and section 3 summarizes the main findings of the article. In this article are described the
Chord and CAN algorithms for analyzing the resilience, using DHTs, of P2P networks.
2. Distributed Hash Tables
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [12], [21], [22] use a network overlay to partition a set of keys among
participating nodes, and can efficiently route messages to the unique owner of any given key.
2.1. Algorithmic aspects
In this section, we consider structured overlays in an abstract way. We basically consider them as
graphs, and approach their algorithmic aspects, which are mainly related to the topology how the overlay is built
the routing algorithm. We will present the Chord and CAN algorithms for analyzing the resilience of P2P
networks.
2.1.1. The Chord algorithm
The Chord [7] only support the mapping of a key onto a node, storing a value associated with the key is
left to the application layer. It also guarantees that queries make a logarithmic number of hops. The consistent
hashing assigns each node and key a n-bit identifier using a base hash function. Identifiers are ordered in an
identifier circle modulo 2n [7]. Key k is assigned to the first node whose identifier is equal or follows k in the
identifier space; this node is called the successor node of key k. Each Chord node only maintains a small total of
“routing” information about other nodes.
A node recognize and keeps information about: its successor on the circle; a finger table whose ith entry
(where 1  i  n ) contains the identity of the first node that succeeds N by at least 2i−1; a predecessor pointer
which contains the Chord identifier and IP address of the immediate predecessor of the node.
In a network with N nodes, each node maintains information only about O(logN) other nodes and a lookup
is done in O(logN) hops. When a node joins or leaves the network, Chord must update the routing information.
These operations need O(log2 N) messages.
To store the Chord network integrity while nodes join and leave, it needs to store two invariants: each
node’s successor is correctly maintained; for every key k, node successor(k) is responsible for k.
When a node n joins the network, Chord must execute three tasks to store the invariants:
1. Initialize the predecessor and fingers of node n.
2. Update the fingers and predecessors of existing nodes to reflect the addition of n.
3. Notify the higher layer software so that it can transfer state (e.g. values) associated with keys that node n is
now responsible for.
We consider a small Chord overlap as in Figure 2.1.1., where m= 8 (m is number of inputs in finger
table).

Figure 2.1.1. Overlap Chord with m=8
The Chord finger table for the 27 node is shown in Table 2.1.1.:
k
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The nearest node of
20+27
21+27
22+27
23+27
24+27
25+27
26+27
27+27

The actual node
89
89
89
89
89
89
128
159

Table 2.1.1. The Chord finger table for 27 node
In this example, the 27 node wants to find content whose location in the overlap is 210. The node
consults the finger table and found that the nearest node is 159. The 159 node queries the 27 node on location of
the 210 node. The 159 consults the finger table and returns 202. Then, 27 contacts 202 which return 215. Then
27 contacts 215 which indicate that it is responsible for 210. At this point, 27 queries 215 to find the information
what it wants. This type of routing is known as iterative routing, where a number of iterations or steps are made
from source to destination. The source is always in control and can check the integrity of routing.
Another routing approach is recursive approach, where demand is around coverage hop until it reaches
its destination. This is faster than iterative routing and implies less processing on the source.
To deal with simultaneous joins and leaves, Chord uses a “stabilization” protocol to keep nodes’
successor pointers up to date. The stabilization process is run periodically by every node.
Chord itself does not deliver any authentication and replication mechanisms. The application layer is
responsible for delivering such mechanisms if needed.
2.1.2. The Content Addressable Network (CAN) algorithm
A Content Addressable Network (CAN) [8], [9], [10] is built around a virtual multi-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate space on a multi-torus. The entire coordinate space is dynamically partitioned among all the
peers in the system such that every peer has its individual zone within the total space. A CAN peer retains a
routing table that has the IP address and virtual coordinate zone of each of its neighbor coordinates. A peer
routes a message to its destination using a simple greedy forwarding to the neighbor peer that is closest to the
destination coordinates [25]. A CAN involves an additional maintenance protocol to periodically remap the
identifier space onto nodes.
2.1.3. Consistent Hashing
Consistent hashing has been introduced in [65]. It aims for each peer receiving approximately the same
number of items to be stored. It escapes the necessity of re-distributing the complete hash table each time a new
machine joins the network. Any change in the network, e.g., node joins and leave, requires only adjustments at a
local scope. Consistent hashing is generally useful where multiple machines with different views of the network
need to agree on common tasks without communication.

2.1.4. Geometry
Algorithms for Distributed Hash Tables can be classified according to the geometry used for their
presentation (e.g., rings, trees and hypercubes). The major design criteria are generally:
1. Lookup performance,
2. Routing table size,
3. Fault tolerance.
These design criteria are strongly interrelated. In a full mesh overlay with a routing table size in O(n)
(design criterion 2.) any node can reach any other node with one hop (design criterion 1.). An additional
advantage of this topology is that the graph is tolerant against link and node failures (design criterion 3.).
Nevertheless, the problem with such overlays is that the routing table size is not scalable in many cases. Note
that while the memory required to store a routing table may not be of a problem even with a couple of million
peers.
Another example of a structured overlay is shown in Figure 2.1.4. (a). Every node is connected to its
successor and predecessor on a ring. Despite of being simple, a further advantage of this topology is that every
node requires only maintaining a link to two other nodes (successor and predecessor) (design criterion 2.).
However, the drawbacks are that:
 Lookups take O(n) (design criterion 1.),
 The topology is not sufficiently fault-tolerant (design criterion 3.). The failure of only two nodes leads
to a partitioned network.

(a) Simple ring: single succ and single pred for each node

(b) Ring with multiple succ and pred for each node

(c) Chord ring
Figure 2.1.4. Ring with succ. and pred. for each node
2.2. Operational Aspects
Since peers join and leave the network, the design of a structured overlay needs to accommodate for the
so called churn. Furthermore, the routing performance can be improved in terms of latency and success rate
based on several optimizations discussed below. Additional aspects are connectivity across middle boxes and
heterogeneous node capacities which have often lead to the differentiation between super peers and other nodes
in practice. In the following subsections, we provide a brief overview of these issues which need to be
considered when designing and building P2P networks.
We concentrate on classic vulnerabilities of Distributed Hash Tables and we discuss how to prevent
them:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Authentication in a Distributed Hash Table without introducing some form of centralization is a
real challenge because Distributed Hash Table is decentralized and authentication not being really
possible without some sort of centralized credentials server.
Rogue node: the node can either modify or delete on its own the information that it stores, because
the information stored in the DHT is distributed among the participating nodes.
Denial of service: the attacker can perform a Denial of Service (DoS) attack by inserting a lot of
successive faulty nodes into the system. These inserted nodes will stock all the pointers maintained
by the node preceding them in the overlay cutting off the targeted nodes from the DHT.
Sybil attack: The Sybil attack [18] consists in controlling a substantial fraction of the overlay by
inserting a lot of faulty nodes operated by a single entity in the system. The attacker can perform
different kinds of attack by controlling a large amount of nodes.

2.2.1. Protections against attacks
Protection from rogue nodes
Encrypting exchanged data can ensure their integrity but does not stop a node to return an empty result
or to report the data as missing from the DHT. Replication techniques can add some protection against such
comportment. Performing a check of the node during its engagement within the overlay can increase the security
or using a reliability network for nodes known from the DHT, but what if the node gets corrupted?
Protecting from Sybil attacks
In [18], John R. Douceur states that “without a logically centralized authority, Sybil attacks are always
possible except under extreme and unrealistic assumptions of resource parity and coordination among entities”.
Protection against Sybil attacks in a fully decentralized DHT seems therefore impossible.
3. Conclusion
In this paper, we provided two algorithms for designing of P2P networks with a special focus on DHTs. We
separated between algorithmic aspects where P2P networks are considered from a graph theoretic perspective
and operational aspects where deployment considerations are taken into account.
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